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SOME QUESTIONS OF
MORAL PHILOSOPHY

I

The thoughts of many of us, I suppose, have wandered back dur

ing the last weeks to Winston Spencer Churchill, the greatest

statesman thus far of our century, who just died after an incredi

bly long life, the summit of which was reached at the threshold of

old age. This happenstance, if such it was, like almost everything

he stood for in his convictions, in his writings, in the grand but not

grandiose manner of his speeches, stood in conspicuous contrast

to whatever we may think the Zeitgeist of this age to be. It is per

haps this contrast that touches us most when we consider his

greatness. He has been called a figure of the eighteenth century

driven into the twentieth as though the virtues of the past had

taken over our destinies in their most desperate crisis, and this, I

think, is true as far as it goes. But perhaps there is more to it. It is

as though, in this shifting of centuries, some permanent eminence

of the human spirit flashed up for an historically brief moment to

show that whatever makes for greatness-nobility, dignity, stead

fastness, and a kind of laughing courage-remains essentially the

same throughout the centuries.

Still Churchill, so old-fashioned or, as I have suggested, beyond

the fashions of the times, was by no means unaware of the deci-
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RESPONSIBILITY

\including the possible inhabitants of another planet or angels, is

free from being affected by anything but itself. And since freedom

is defined as not being determined by external causes, only a will

free from inclination can be called good and free. We found the

evasion of_~yH.in this philosophy to reside in the assumption that

the will cannot be free and wicked at the same time. Wickedness in---Kant's term is an absurdum morale, a moral absurdity. II

In the Gorgias, Socrates proposes three highly paradoxical state

ments: (I) It is better to suffer wrong than to do wrong; (2) It

is better for the doer to be punished than to go unpunished; and

(3) The tyrant who can do with impunity whatever he pleases is

an unhappy man. We shall not be concerned with the last of these

statements, and only touch upon the second. We have lost the

ear for the paradoxical nature of such statements. It is pointed

out to Socrates by Polus, one of his interlocutors, that he "says

such things as no human being would utter" (Gorgias 473e) and

Socrates does not deny this. On the contrary, he is convinced that

all Athenians will agree with Polus, and that he is "left alone,

unable to agree" with them (472b); and yet he believes every man

actually does agree with him-without knowing it-just as

the Great King and the bad tyrant never discovered they were the

most miserable of all men. Throughout the dialogue runs the

conviction of all concerned that every man wishes and does what

he thinks is best for himself; it is taken for granted that what is best

fOf the individual is also good for the commonwealth and the

question of what to do in case of a conflict is nowhere explicitly

raised. Those engaged in the dialogue are to decide what consti

tutes happiness and what misery, and to call upon the opinions of

the many, of numbers, is like letting children form a tribunal

about matters of health and dieting, when the physician is in the
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Some Questions ofMoral Philosophy

dock and the cook draws up the indictment. Nothing that Socrates

says in support of his paradoxes convinces his adversaries even

for a moment, and the whole enterprise ends like the much greater

enterprise of the Repuhlic, with Socrates telling a "myth" which

he believes is a "logos," that is, a reasoned argument, and which

he tells Callicles as if it were the truth (Georgias 523a-527b). And

then you read the tale, perhaps an old wives' tale, about life after

death: death is the separation of body and soul, when the soul,

stripped of its body, appears naked before an equally bodiless

judge, "soul itself piercing very soul" (523e). After this comes the

parting of the ways, one to the Island of the Blessed, and the other

to Tartarus and the punishment of crooked, ugly souls, stained

with the scars of crimes. Some of these will be improved by the

punishment while the worst are made examples to be beheld by

others, presumably in a sort of Purgatory, "that they may see

what they suffer and fear and become better" (525b). And it is

clear that Tartarus will be well-populated and the Blessed Island

almost a desert, most likely inhabited by a few "philosophers

who did not engage in many activities during their lifetimes, and

were not busybodies, but concerned themselves only with what

regarded them" (526c).

The two statements which are at stake: that it is better for a

wrongdoer to be punished than to go unpunished, and that it is

better to suffer wrong than to do wrong, do not at all belong in the

same category, and the myth, strictly speaking, refers only to the

paradox about punishment. It spins out a metaphor introduced

earlier in the dialogue, the metaphor of a healthy and a diseased

or crooked soul taken over from the state of the body, which per

mits Plato to liken punishment to the taking of medicine. It is

unlikely that this metaphorical way of speaking about the soul is

Socratic. It was Plato who first developed a doctrine of the soul;
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and it is equally unlikely that Socrates, who in distinction to Plato

was certainly not a poet, ever told such pretty tales. For our pur

poses, we shall retain only the following points of the myth: first,

that these myths always occur after it has become quite obvious

that all attempts to convince have failed, and hence as a kind of

alternative to reasoned argument; second, that their underlying

tenor invariably says that if you cannot be convinced by what I

say, it would be better for you to believe in the following tale; and,

third, that of all people it is the philosopher who arrives at the

Island of the Blessed.

Let us now turn our attention to this inability to convince, on

one side, and to the unshaken conviction of Socrates that he is

right even though he admits that the whole world stands against

him, on the other. Quite at the end of the dialogue he admits even

a bit more: he concedes stupidity and ignorance (apaideusia)

(P7d-e), and by no means ironically. We talk about these mat

ters, he says, like children who can never hold the same opinion

on the same issue for any length of time, but change their minds

constantly. ("For it seems to me shameful that, being what appar

ently at this moment we are, we should consider ourselves to

be fine fellows, when we can never hold to the same views about

the same questions-and those too the most vital of all-so

deplorably uneducated are we!" [P7d]) But the matters at stake

here are not child's play; on the contrary, they are "the greatest"

matters. This admission that we change our minds about moral

matters is very serious..Socrates seems to agree here with his

opponents who hold that only the might-is-right doctrine is

"natural," that everything else, and especially all laws, are by con

vention only, and that conventions change from place to place and

from time to time. So that "what is right (ta dikaia) has no natural

existence at all, that men are perpetually disputing about rights
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and altering them, and whatever alteration they make at any time

is at that time authoritative, owing its existence to artifice and leg

islation, and not in any way to nature" (Laws 88ge-89oa).

I have quoted to you from Plato's last work, in which Socrates

does not appear, but which makes clear allusion to the Gorgias.
Here Plato has abandoned both the Socratic belief in the whole

some effect of discourse and his own earlier conviction that one

must invent, as it were, a myth with which to threaten the mul

titude. Persuasion, he says, will not be possible, because these

things seem hard to understand, "not to mention that it would

require a dismal length of time." He therefore proposes that the

"laws be written down" because then they will be "always at rest."

The laws, of course, will again be man-made and not "natural,"

but they will conform to what Plato called Ideas; and while wise

men will know that the laws are not "natural" and everlasting

only a human imitation-the multitude will end by believing that

they are, because they are "at rest" and do not change. These laws

are not the truth, but they are not mere conventions either. Con

ventions are arrived at by consent, the consensus of the people,

and you will remember that in the Gorgias Socrates' opponents

are described as "lovers of the demos, the people," true democ

rats, we may say, against whom Socrates describes himself as the

lover of philosophy, which does not say one thing today and

another tomorrow, but always the same thing. But it is philoso

phy, not Socrates, that is unchanging and always the same, and

though Socrates confesses to being in love with wisdom, he most

emphatically denies that he is wise: his wisdom consists merely in

knowing that no mortal can be wise.

It is precisely on this point that Plato parted company with

Socrates. In the doctrine of Ideas, which is exclusively Platonic

and not Socratic, and which for these purposes you find best
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expounded in the Republic, Plato taught the separate existence

of a realm of Ideas, or Forms, in which such things as Justice,

Goodness, etc. "exist by nature with a being of their own." Not

through discourse, but by looking toward these Forms, visible to

the eyes of the mind, the philosopher is informed by Truth, and

through his soul, which is invisible and imperishable-as con

trasted with the body which is both visible and perishable, and

subject to constant change-he partakes of the invisible, imper

ishable, unchangeable Truth. He partakes of it, that is, through

seeing and beholding it, not through reasoning and argument.

When I told you of the self-evidence of general moral statements,

of their compelling nature for those who perceive them and of the

impossibility of proving their axiomatic verity to those who do

not perceive them, I was talking in Platonic rather than Socratic

terms. Socrates believ~d in thespoken word,thatis,i!?-the~rgu

ment which ca~'be"~~~i~ed~tby~easoning,'~~d 's~ch .~;~s~;~g
• . .. " ,'. "'-':.;"~I'~)o"";;~~'~.n.''''._~''---C-O'-'''''

can proceed only in .~ s~qllence qf spolt~n..statements. These state-

ments must follow each other logically, they must not contradict

each other. The aim, as he says in the Gorgias, is "to fix and bind

them . . . in words which are like bonds of iron and adamant so

that neither you nor anybody else will be able to break them."

Everybody who can speak and is aware of the rules of contradic

tion should tht;n be bound by the final conclusion. The early Pla

tonic dialogues could easily be read as a great series of refutations

of this belief; the trouble is precisely that words and arguments

cannot be "fixed with iron bonds." This is not possible because

they "move around" (Euthyphro), because the reasoning process

itself is without end. Within the realm of words, and all think

ing as a process is a process of speaking, we shall never find an

iron rule by which to determine what is right and what is wrong

with the same certainty with which we determine-to use again
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Socratic or Platonic examples-what is small and big through

number, what is heavy and light through weight, where the stan

dard or measurement is always the same. Plato's doctrine of Ideas

introduced such standards and measurements into philosophy,

and the whole problem of how to tell right from wrong now

boiled down to whether or not I am in possession of the standard

or the "idea" which I must apply in each particular case. Hence,

(fo~ the whole question of who will and who won't behave

according to moral precepts ultimately is decided by the kind of

"soul" a man possesses, and this soul allegedly can be made better

through punishment.

You find this point made very explicitly in theR.epyoli.c,) where

Socrates encounters in Thrasymachus the same difficulties he

encounters in Callicles in the Gorgias. Thrasymachus holds that

that which is in the interest of the ruler is called "just"; "just" is

nothing but the name given by those holding power to any action

they enjoin by law upon their subjects. Callicles, on the contrary,

had explained that laws, mere conventions, are made by the weak

majority to protect them against the few who are strong. The two

theories are only seemingly in opposition: the question of right

and wrong in both instances is a question of power, and we can

switch without difficulties from the Gorgias to the Republic in this

respect (although by no means in others). In the Republic, there

are two disciples of Socrates present at the dialogue between

Socrates and Thrasymachus, Glaucon and Adeimantus, and they

are no more convinced by Socrates' arguments than Thrasymachus

himself. Hence they plead Thrasymachus' cause. Socrates, after

hearing them, exclaims, "There must indeed be some divine qual

ity in your nature [physis, see Republic 367e], if you can plead the

cause of injustice so eloquently and still not be convinced your

selves that it is better than justice." Socrates, having failed to con-
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vince his own disciples, is at a loss what to do next. And he turns

from his strictly moral quest (as we now would say) to the politi

cal question of which is the best form of government, giving as

his excuse that it is easier to read large letters than small ones, and

assuming that he will find in an examination of the state the same

traits he wanted to analyze in persons-since the state is only the

man writ large. In our context, it is decisive that it is clearly their

own nature that has convinced Glaucon and Adeimantus of the

truth that justice is better than injustice; but when it comes to

arguing about the matter, they are not convinced by Socrates'

arguments and show that they can argue very well and very con

vincingly against what they know to be true. )t is not the log{1§..

~~~~~~~!~~IE:L~l!.~~~.a.~._~~~L~~ ..~~t.~ ..0.:..:E~:~~.~'
and the Parable of the Cave is also in nart a tale of the impossi-_. ". -"''''' _. -. __..~_., __ .""." ""~"'" _-_ __.__ ,.."..__., ,..,.>,,=.x..•~..t ••_ .,•..:...."~ .......- ,..,._" _ _~,, .._. ~ _

bility (:)ftJ:e;tIlS1CltiQgc;QIlY~J:!c;il}gly such seen evidence into words. .-- .. -.," ~ ... ,. ··_'_.....·_·,..·..~.,.""".,... .."'=.~_.~,-,. __PA__~_

and ar~I!1~nt;~,.

If you think these matters through, you will easily arrive at

the Platonic solution: those few whose nature, the nature of their

souls, lets them see the truth, don't need any obligation, any "Thou

Shalt-or else," because what matters is self-evident. And since

those who don't see the truth can't be convinced by arguments,

some means has to be found to make them behave, to force them

to act, without being convinced-as though they, too, had"seen."

These means are of course those myths of a hereafter, which

Plato used to conclude many of the dialogues that treat of moral

and political matters-stories which he introduces in the begin

ning rather diffidently, perhaps only as old wives' tales, and finally

in his last work (the Laws) abandons altogether.

I have dwelt on the Platonic teaching to show you how matters

stand-or shall we say stood?-if you don't put your trust in

conscience. gs etymological origin notwithstanding (that is, its
......_--
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~inal i~l~!!!i!y. wi!b c()n§ciQ1:!s.ness), consc,ience ~1.!ir~d i~,~p~

cificmoral character only when it was understoQ,d-,as....an,~OJ:gan

through which man hears the word of God rathe.E.....thj:gLbi~J?~!l

~QJJl,s. Hence, if we wish to talk about these matters in secular

terms, we have very little to fall back on other than ancient, pre

Christian philosophy. And isn't it striking that you find here, in

the midst of philosophic thought which is in no way bound by any

religious dogma, a doctrine of hell, purgatory, and paradise, com

plete with a Last Judgment, rewards and punishments, the distinc

tion between venial and mortal sins, and the rest of it? The only

thing which you will look for in vain is the notion that sins can be

forgiven.

However we wish to interpret this astounding fact, let us be

clear about one thing: that ours is the first generation since the rise

of Christianity in the West in which the masses, and not only a

small elite, no longer believe in "future states" (as the Founding

Fathers still put it) and who therefore are committed (it would

seem) to think of conscience as an organ that will react without

hope for rewards and without fear of punishment. Whether peo- !
pIe still believe that this conscience is informed by some divine \

voice is, to say the very least, open to doubt. The fact that all our)

legal institutions, insofar as they are concerned with criminal acts,)

still rely on such an organ to inform every man of right andl
,I

wrong, even though he may not be conversant with books of lawJI
\

is no argument for its existence. Institutions frequently long sur- t

vive the basic principles on which they are founded.

But let us return to Socrates, who knew nothing of Plato's doc

trine of Ideas, and hence nothing of the axiomatic, nondiscursive

self-evidence of things seen with the eyes of the mind. In the Gor

gias Socrates, confronted with the paradoXical nature of his state

ment and his inability to convince, makes the following reply: he
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first says that Callicles will "not be in agreement with himself

but that throughout his life he will contradict himself." And then

he adds that as far as he himself is concerned he believes that

"it would be better for me that my lyre or a chorus I direct

were out of tune and loud with discord, and that most men should

not agree with me and contradict me, rather than that I, being

one, should be out of tune with myself and contradict myself"

C482b-c). The key notion in this sentence is "1 who am one, "

which is unfortunately left out in many English translations. T.h~_"

meaning is clear: even though I am oneJ.1.~~_E9!<~!P..l?!Y ..21}~.2.L._

~~'{~~_~lL~~13~_!~J~~!i~!'~~iliI~'~~R=~~,~x o",-?",~elf; This~!f i~
?Y.f.l.~.~~~~~_!_~,m.~~!~~?~.~t.?-1~~~~ ..~~~~~!.!l~.~E~.~L~~~K!?. me I.

t~.~.!£_~y?~L_!_~~~.9_~~~lY..,~~~~~,.?i.DlY.~:~.L •.!E-_~,,~~!~~~~E!-e,
though I am one, I am two-in-one and there can be harmony or. . , ,_ _ _ , , , "•..., _..·._,.··,,~"'._ .•.-.~.m~..__--I;--;---_._
dish~rrr:t()nY.~.!!h_!h~.~~J(If I disagree with other people, I can
walk away; but I cannot walk away from myself, and therefore I
better first t!y'!o be in~entwith myself before I take all oth

ers in!QS9nsideration. This same sentence also spells out the

actual reason it is better to suffer wrong than to do wrong: if I do

wrong I am condemned to live together with a wrongdoer in an

unbearable intimacy; I can never get rid of him. Hence the crime

that remains hidden from the eyes of gods and men, a crime that

does not appear at all because there is no one to whom it appears

and which you'll find mentioned in Plato time and again, actually

does not exist: as I am my own partner when I am thinking, I am

my own witness when I am acting. I know the agent and am con

demned to live together with him. He is not silent. This is the only

~ason Socrates ever gives, and the gue~~ion is both why this r~

son does not convince his 0p"p'0nent and why it is a sufficient rea-
s~n fo;~hose pe;;p-'i~'-~h~~-p};~~"i~'ili;-'Re~ublic calls ;~
.,'",_"_ '_. ~.~_ _'''_.'_ _,.." ,_..~._ , _ ,_._J ".- ~.~',.~._ ",..:-',..,._.,"''-;:r'''''".._~._".~ ~.,.'--.....,~-' _

~n.d..9~~.d..Yii.!b_~_.,!!2.Ql.e..natu;te., But please be aware that Socrates

9°
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here talks about something else altogether: it is not a question

of seeing something imperishable and divine outside yourself,

for whose apperception you need a special organ, just as you

need eyesight for perceiving the visible world around you. With

Socrates, no special organ is needed because you remain within

yourself and no transcendent standard, as we would say, or noth

ing outside yourself, received with the eyes of the mind, informs

you of right and wrong. To be sure, it is difficult if not impossible

to convince others in discourse of the truth of the statement, but

you yourself have arrived at it for the sake of this living with your

self that becomes manifest in discourse between you and yourself.

If you are at odds with your self it is as though you were forced to

live and have daily intercourse with your own enemy. Noone can

want that. If you do wrong you live together with a wrongdoer,

and while many prefer to do wrong for their own benefit rather

than suffer wrong, no one will prefer to live together with a thief

or a murderer or a liar. This is what people forget who praise the

tyrant who has come into power through murder and fraud. ,

In the Gorgias, there exists only one short reference to what this

relationship between the I and the Self, between me and myself,

consists of. And I therefore turn to another dialogue, the Theaete

tus, the dialogue on knowledge, where Socrates gives a clear

account of it. He wishes to explain what he understands by dia

noeisthai, to think a matter through, and he says: "I call it a dis

course that the mind carries on with itself about any subject it is

considering. And I'll explain it to you though I am not too sure

about it myself. It looks to me as though this is nothing else but

dialegesthai, talking something through, only that the mind asks

itself questions and answers them, saying yes or no to itself. Then

it arrives at the limit where things must be decided, when the two

say the same and are no longer uncertain, which we then set down

9 Z
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as the mind's opinion. Making up one's mind and forming an

opinion I thus call discourse, and the opinion itself I call a spoken

statement, pronounced not to someone else and aloud but silently

to oneself." And you find the same description in almost identical

words in the Sophist: thought and spoken statement are the same,

except that the thought is a dialogue carried on by the mind with

itself without sound, and opinion is the end of this dialogue. That

a wrongdoer will not be a very good partner for this silent dia

logue seems rather obvious.
I2

From what we know of the historical Socrates it seems likely

that he who spent his days in the marketplace-the same market

place which Plato's philosopher shuns explicitly (Theaetetus)

must have believed that all men do not have an innate voice of

conscience, but feel the need to talk matters through; that all men

talk to themselves. Or, to put it more technically, that all men

are two-in-one, not only in the sense of consciousness and self

consciousness (that whatever I do I am at the same time somehow

aware of doing it), but in the very specific and active sense of this

silent dialogue, of having constant intercourse, of being on speak

ing terms with themselves. If they only knew what they were

doing, so Socrates must have thought, they would understand how

important it was for them to do nothing that could spoil it. If the

faculty of speech distinguishes man from other animal species

and this is what the Greeks actually believed and what Aristotle

later said in his famous definition of man-then it is this silent

dialogue of myself with myself in which my specifically human

quality is proved. In other words, S-.Q£rates believed that men are

not merely rational animals bvt thinking beings, and that they

~~.!!~._rat~::~~ve up all other ambitions atl;.d even suffer injury

~Q.Qj.!l~J:l..k!hg!LtQJQJ:(tit!hisfcH~yh

The first to differ was Plato, as we saw, who expected to see

only philosophers-who made thinking their special business-

9 2
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on the Island of the Blessed. And since it is impossible to deny that

no other human activity demands so peremptorily and inevitably

the intercourse of myself with myself than the silent dialogue of

thought, and since, after all, thinking does not belong among the

most frequent and most common occupations of men, we have a

natural tendency to agree with him. Except we forget that we,

who no longer believe in thinking as a common human habit, still

uphold that even the most common men should be aware of what

is right and what is wrong, and should agree with Socrates that it

is better to suffer than to do wrong. The political concern is notl/

whether the act of striking somebody unjustly or of being struck

unjustly is more disgraceful. The concern is exclusively with hav

ing a world in which such acts do not occur (Gorgias 508).

Let me indicate some of the directions into which these consider

ations may lead us with respect to the perplexities I stated at the

beginning.

The reason moral philosophy, though dealing with the "great

est matters," never found a name adequate to its high purpose

may reside in the fact that the philosophers could not think of it as

a separate section of philosophy, like logic, cosmology, ontology,

etc. If the moral precept rises out of the thinking activity itself, if

it is the implied condition of the silent dialogue between me and

myself, on whatever issue, then it is rather the prephilosophical

condition of philosophy itself, and a condition therefore which

philosophic thought shares with all other, nontechnical ways of

thinking. For the objects of this activity are of course by no means

restricted to specifically philosophic or, for that matter, scientific

topics. Thinking as an activity can arise out of every occurrence;

it is present when I, having watched an incident in the street or

having become implicated in some occurrence, now start consid

ering what has happened, telling it to myself as a kind of story,
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preparing it in this way for its subsequent communication to oth

ers, and so forth. The same is of course even truer if the topic

of my silent consideration happens to be something I have done

myself. To do wrong means to spoil this ability; the safest way for

the criminal never to be detected and to escape punishment is to

forget what he did, and not to think about it any more. By the

same token, we may say that repentance first of all consists in not

f~~.:-tting~Q~~~~_~~9,in~'returnJ!1.K!?....i!t as the Hebrew verb
shuy ~gica~~.. This connection of thinking and remembering is
--~

especially imE.2!!~nt in_our cQ..rltex!. No one can remember what

~_?.!}l:2~2~ntal~~~~?E.!i.!...with himself.,
However, while thinking in this nontechnical sense is certainly

no prerogative of any special kind of men, philosophers or scien

tists, etc.-you find it present in all walks of life and may find it

entirely absent in what we call intellectuals-it cannot be denied

that it certainly is much less frequent than Socrates supposed,

although one hopes a bit more frequent than Plato feared. No

doubt I can refuse to think and to remember and still remain quite

normally human. The danger, however, not only for myself,

whose speech, having forfeited the highest actualization of the

human capacity for speech, will therefore become meaningless,

but also for others who are forced to live with a possibly highly

intelligent and still entirely thoughtless creature, is very great. .l£l
refus~2~~ actually ready to do anything-just as
my, courage would be absolut~iy'-;~ki-~-~;'irp;in, for instance,

~~!~_~.~",~?CP,~rii~S-~}jjj~~d~!~iEi~g?~~'~-'~-"·"

This question of remembrance brings us at least one small step

nearer to the bothersome question of the nature of$Y-il..!...philoso

phy (and also great literature, as I mentioned before) knows the

villain only as somebody who is in despair and whose despair
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sheds a certain nobility about him. I am not going to deny that this

type of e_Yildoe.!. exists, but I am certain that the greate_st_e.yjh
we know of are not due to him who has to face himself again

and whose curse is that he cannot forget. The greatest tl~ldo~rs

are those who don't remember because th~y'-h~;~--~~~-;'gi;~ it" 13--_ -_.__ ..~._, __ •..,,- - .•.... , " ..- - _. . ' .. ," .. '-,,' , , -_ .._, .. -,. "'"~''''''-''~''-~'~''''-'''--''''-''''-'''-'--~'-~'''~''-'''.._-,,,.,

thought ~~.!h~..!!1:c:l:.t_~~r, and, without remembrance, nothing c~!.1
----.----••••--_ .•.•, . . . •.....".,•.• ,._"' •• - •••.._,.~.".... '·-A. -.....'L'~~. r •• '.,.-".... . .•. " .•• '.' .,'_. , ....._ .. ~.. ,,,,,_", '~"_'.~ ~ ••_.-_...~ .. ~ ..........-,,~_ ...~......." ..........

lJ.Qlg~~~~...~~~~. For human beings, thinking of past matters
means moving in the dimension of depth, striking roots and thus

stabilizing themselves, so as not to be swept away by whatever

may occur-the Zeitgeist or History or simple temptation. The \

~~_~!_ is not radical, it has no roots, and because it has no I
roots it has no limitations, it can go to unthinkable extremes and

sweep over the whole world.

~mentioned th~ali!y~of~!?~!!'!g_~.P~E~?E._~_~...9.~~!~.~~i~~~9Jr,9m
being merely human (as the Gree.~~.9i.~t~!1~~~h~~ Jh~mselves as

lOi~~_~~~~~~f~ig;~'th~--~.~~i?:~i-i~n;)~·· aDd 1.sa.j(i_dmttQ_.~pe~*.akQH.~.,a
mora~ ...E.~~.~g_t:.a:!i.ty.!~._~!.J:!l9.~La redun~ancy. Taking our cue from
--~'"_._-'-- - ", .' , . '.' , - - ., - '_.' .... '-"'~' -

Socrates' justification of his moral proposition, we may now say

that in this process of thought in which I actualize the specifically

human difference of speech, I explicitly constitute myself a per

son, and I shall remain one to the extent that I am capable of such

constitution ever again and anew. If this is what we commonly

call personality, and it has nothing to do with gifts and intelli

gence, it is the simple, almost automatic result of thoughtfulness.

\\ To put it another way, in granting pardon, it is the person and not

\ the crime that is forgiven; in rootless~ there is no person left

whom one could ever forgive.

It is in this connection that the curious insistence of all moral and

religious thought on the importance of self-attachment may per-
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haps be a bit better understood. It is not a question of loving

myself as I may love others, but of being more dependent on this

silent partner I carry with myself, more at his mercy, as it were,

than is perhaps the case with anybody else. The fear of losing

oneself is legitimate, for it is the fear of no longer being able

to talk with oneself. And not only grief and sorrow but also joy

and happiness and all the other emotions would be altogether

unbearable if they had to remain mute, inarticulate.

But there is still another side to this matter. The Socratic-

~e.scrip_tion oLJh~_p.!;~~.~_~~_.~.L!hinki~ee~~J:~~':'_~o

i~p~~t.~~n~..~.~£.~~~.e iLimpli.~_~,-.EJQ.~iLQ.IltYi~Lpassin&..~ct that
men exist in the p~uraland not inthesingularL!hat .!!!.~!Land not
~~~·i~h~bii·..iF~.·~~!_!h.·"E~~~··i(;;;····~~~ "'by ourselves, when we

articulate or actualize this being-alone we find that we are in com

pany, in the company of ourselves. Loneliness, that nightmare

which, as we all know, can very well overcome us in the midst of a

crowd, is precisely this being deserted by oneself, the temporary

inability to become two-in-one, as it were, while in a situation

where there is no one else to keep us compa,ny. Seen from this

viewpoint, it is indeed true that my conduct toward others will

depend on my conduct toward myself. Only no specific content, f
no special duties and obligations are involved, nothing indeed but 1ft

the sheer capacity of thought and remembrance, or its loss. (!

Let me finally remind you of those murderers in the Third Reich

who led not only an impeccable family life but liked to spend their

leisure time reading Holderlin and listening to Bach, P!oving (as

though proof in this matter had been lacking before) that intellectu

als can as easily be led into crime as anybody else. But aren't sensi

tivity, and a feeling for the so-called higher things in life, mental

capacities? They certainly are, but this capacity for appreciation has
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nothing whatever to do with thought, which, as we must remember,

is an activity and not the passive enjoyment of something. Insofar as

thinking is an activity, it can be translated into products, into such

things as poems or music or paintings. All things of this kind are

actually thought-things just as furniture and the objects of our daily

use are rightly called use-objects: the ones are inspired by thought

and the others are inspired by usage, by some human need and

want. The point about these highly cultivated murderers is that

there has been not a single one of them who wrote a poem worth

remembering or a piece of music worth listening to or painted a

picture that anybody would care to hang on his walls. More than

thoughtfulness is needed to write a good poem or piece of music, or

to paint a picture-you need special gifts. But no gifts will with

stand the loss of integrity which you lose when you have lost this

most common cap~city for thouKht and remembrance.

Morality concerns the individual in his singularity. The criterion

of right and wrong, the answer to the question, what ought I to

do? depends in the last analysis neither on habits and customs,

which I share with those around me, nor on a command of either

divine or human origin, but on what I decide with regard to

myself. In other words, I cannot do certain things, because having

done them I shall no longer be able to live with myself. TlIis

l~ving:with~~~!f__~_ mor~~~~_~~l1~cic:>_~.~?es~L m~E~__ th'!!!. the

self-awaEe~~~s __!~~£_~~c.oll1panies m~ig ."Vlh~t.ey'~,r. .. L99"ilpgjn_.-". - .,-

which~y'e~~tCl.t.eIam. To be with myselfand to judge by myself is

articulated and actualized int,h~ pr.0~~~~e..~ qf ,tppught, and every
thought p~oce;~-~~~~-;~;i;ityin which I speak with myself about
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frankly heretical. In one of the so-called sayings that are pre

served (and which actually are anecdotes), Eckhart is supposed to

have met the happiest man, who turns out to be a beggar. The

argument goes back and forth until finally the beggar is asked if he

would still think himself happy if he should find himself in hell.

And the beggar who has based his arguments on his love of God

and the assumption that I have present with me whatever I love,

answers, Oh, yes, "I'd much rather be in hell with God than in

heaven without Him." The point is that both Cicero and Eckhart

agree that there comes a point where all objective standards

truth, rewards and punishments in a hereafter, etc.-yield prece

dence to th~ "subjective" criterion of the kind of person I wish to

be and live together with.

If you apply these sayings to the question of the nature of~1d1.\

the result would be a definition of the agent, and how he did it

rather than of the act itself or of its final result. ~nd you will.~nd

th~."shiftJ~~_~,,~~eQb,i~ctive,w~Cltsomebody did to,the subjectiye

who .9.f,,!~":. a&e.?t a~ .a marginal datum even in our ,legal system.
For if it is true that we indict somebody for what he did, it is

equally true that when a murderer is pardoned, one no longer

takes this deed into consideration. It is not murder which is for

given but the killer, his person as it appears in circumstances and

intentions. The trouble with the Nazi criminals was precisely that (

they renounced voluntarily all personal qualities, tas if nobody:

were left to be either punished or forgiven. They protested time Ii

and again that they had never done anything out of their own ini-:"

tiative, that they had no intentions whatsoever, good or bad, and;

that they only obeyed orders.

To put it another way: th~_g~~~~e_s_t~.~vil perpetrated is the evil ('

committed by nobodies, that is, by human beings who refuse to bej

persons. Within the conceptual framework of these considera-
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tions we could say that wrongdoers who refuse to think by them

selves what they are doing and who also refuse in retrospect to

think about it, that is, go back and remember what they did (which

\ is teshuvah or repentance), have actually failed to constitute them

\ selves into somebodies. By stubbornly remaining nobodies they

prove themselves unfit for intercourse with others who, good,

bad, or indifferent, are at the very least persons.

Everything we have discovered until now is negative. We have

dealt with an activity and not with action, and the ultimate stan

dard has been the relation toward our own self, not the rela

tion toward others. We shall now turn our attention to action as

distinguished from activity and to conduct toward others as dis

tinguished from intercourse with oneself. In both instances we

shall remain restricted to moral issues; we shall stick to men in

their singularity and leave out of account all political issues such

as the constitution of communities and government as well as the

citizen's support of the laws of his country or his action in con

cert with his fellow citizens in support of a common enterprise.

Hence, I shall talk about nonpolitical action, which does not take

place in public, and about nonpolitical relations to others which

are neither reladons to other selves, i.e., friends, nor predeter

mined by some common worldly interest. The two phenomena

that will chiefly claim our attention are actually interconnected.

The first is the phenomenon of the will, which, according to our

tradition, stirs me into actioJ.l, and the second is the question of

the nature of the good in an entirely positive sense, rather than the
, ; ,,--_. ,./"

negative question of how to prevent~vil. .

I mentioned previously that the phenomenon of the will was

unknown to antiquity. But before trying to determine its historical

origin, which is of considerable interest, I'll try very briefly to

give you a short analysis of its function with regard to the other

ll2


